great revival or rather religious mania which took place here during the last term under the philisophies of a certain Mr. Lumphine Price or the name of Repert, there were upward of fifty converts made among whom was Mr. Borough. The storm has now passed over the waves do not run quite so high as at they did at first and the time will shortly come when everything will be as still as if nothing had happened the most strenuous efforts are already becoming lukewarm in the cause. There is no person who has a greater respect for religion than myself, but I am and always shall be opposed to bigotry and fanaticism for can I esteem that religion genuine the professors of which threaten with their enmity those who do not think proper to pursue the same mode of life with themselves. Their conduct is sufficient to disgust any person of common sense. For my part am heartily tired of it and I anxiously look forward to the time which now rapidly approaching when I shall be free of the place and begin my career.